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Concept  of  terms  of  trade.
G.M.Meier classified the various concept of TOT..

1.Classification based on exchange bw commodity.

A- single factor TOT.

2.Classification based on change in factor productivity,.

B- Double factor TOT.

3.Classification based on utility analysis

A- real cost ToT.

B-Utility TOT.

B- Gross barter TOT.

C- Income TOT.

A- Net barter TOT.



1.Classification based on exchange bw commodity.

A- Net barter TOT.

It is given by F.W.Taussing.

It is also called commodity ToT. By J.Viner.

It is defined as a ratio of export prices to import prices.

Tc = 
PM

PX

Commodity TOT generally increase welfare of country if 

Price of export increases and price of import decreases..

* 100



If export function (demand of foreign is more elastic a rise 

iin export  price will decrease in quantity export and 

export earning.

Commodity TOT useful for measuring short-term changes.



B- Gross barter TOT.

It is also given by E.W.Taussing.

It is the ratio of physical quantity of import to physical 

quantity of export.

TG = 
QX

QM

* 100

Higher the ratio between quantities of imports and exports 

the better the gross barter TOT.



C- Income TOT.

It is given by G.S.Dorrance. And H.stachle.

It is defined as- commodity TOT multiplied by quantity of 

export.

Ti = TC * QX

or 

Ti = 
PM

PX

* QX



Income TOT also known as export gain from trade..

Rise in income TOT means country import more goods 

than export vice-versa.

Acc. To J.Viner income TOT reflect capacity to import.

If income TOT improve than commodity TOT will be 

deteriorate and vice-versa.

It is applicable in less developed countries.



2.Classification based on change in factor 

productivity,.

A- single factor TOT.

It is given by J.Viner.

It is calculated by- multiplying the commodity TOT with 

productivity of domestic export sector.

Ts = TC * zX

or 

Ti = 
PM

PX

* ZX



There is inverse relationship bw single factor TOT and 

commodity TOT.

When single factor TOT improved then commodity TOT 

become unfavorable and vice-versa.



B- Double factor TOT.

It is also given by J.Viner.

It includes two exports goods..

1.Domestic industry goods,

2.Foreign export industry goods.

Therefore – it is the ratio of factor productivity of domestic 

industry and foreign export industry.



Td = 
ZM

TC *
ZX

or 

Td = 
PM

PX

*
ZM

ZX

Acc. To kindleberger single factor TOT is better than 

double factor TOT.



A- real cost ToT.

3.Classification based on utility analysis

Real cost TOT measure the country’s gain or lose from 

trade.

Given by J.Viner.

It is measured by multiplying the single factor TOT by the 

index of the amount of disutility(pain , sacrifice,)

Tr = Ts * RX

Rx= disutility ,real cost in producing export goods.



2.Factors  affecting  tot.



Tariff and import duties improve the TOT for tariff 

imposing country.

1.Tariff-

3.Change in technology

When home country’s demand shift from foreign goods to 

domestic goods then TOT become favorable. and vice 

versa.

2.Change in taste.

If home country used labour-saving techniques in cloth 

industry then worsening the TOT. and offer curve shift to 

right.



4.develuation-

Devaluation cause lowering export prices compare to 

import prices so TOT become unfavorable after 

devaluation.

5.Demand  and  supply

If demand for export and import is more than supply then 

devaluation would lead to improve in TOT.

(DX. DM>SX.SM)

If supply of export and import is more than demand then 

devaluation would lead to worsening the TOT.

(DX. DM<SX.SM)

Devaluation have both effects on TOT.(improve & worsening)..



6.BOP EFFECT-

If there is BOP deficit- TOT Become worsening.

If there is BOP surplus- TOT become favorable.



Theories 
of 

devaluation
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The elasticity approach,Marshall Lerner condition,J.curve

,absorption approach and exp switching policy.
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